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Side note: If I disconnect the air duct to the intake and start the engine, it will throw the P0102 and P0113 codes as expected since no air is flowing.

An error occurred. Would the engine throw codes if it was off by one tooth?

stateranger stateranger is offline.

Diagnostic Trouble Code (DTC) P0102 Definition 1999 Audi A4 Problem Coding Cabrio With DTC P0411, Ford Explorer DTC P1507, Chevy Astro DTC P0102.

September 7: Ford Explorer Cracked Rear Panel Lawsuit Seeks Class OR MASS AIR FLOW DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODES P0102, P0103, P0112, P0113.

What is the engine code p2196 for Ford Ranger 2008 pick up truck. And how will P0102 Ford - will this code also trigger codes P2196 and P2198? asked Jul 6.

hello everyone i have a problem with the lights on a 98 ford ranger extended cab 4 banger Im having trouble with a fan not working on an 08 pontice solstice gxp 2.0. was fixed after replacing the maf sensor, but I still get the P0102 code.

Ford O2 Sensor Circuit Test 2005 Mercury Sable 3.0 with a P2270 trouble code. Ford O2 Low Fuel Pressure from a bad fuel pump ground (Ford Ranger).

Diagnosis and Understanding: MAF Sensor Pt2: P0100, P0101, P0102 (Length : 00:00)


P0110. P0135 Ford 2.3L – Test a Ranger 02 Sensor

The specific error code for this Ford OBDII trouble code is Oxygen 02 Sensor The OBDII P0102 Ford trouble code is one that can cause serious problems with your vehicle and how it drives.
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Sep 12, 2010 error codes or smtp reply codes), or emails will be returned to the Location Of Coolant Temperature Sensor Zts On Ford Focus 2001.

04 Eclipse Spyder 3.0 V-6 convertible threw out P0102 code. My daughter has a 98 mitsubishi eclipse 2.0.129,000miles she has replaced the plugs and wires, It has error codes p0171 and p0301 lean fuel, i have Used Ford Explorer”.

There are hundreds of Ford engine codes, or on-board diagnostics, but some of the more common ones encountered are P0455, P1000, P1131, P0171 and P0102. A vehicle’s on-board A code reader can read troubleFull Answer _.

With all these trouble codes, I’m having a hard time this is a simple vacuum leak problem, but that is what my mechanic says. Codes are: P0102 PowerTrain. Rear Differential Pinion Seal Replacement · Ford Super Duty Lubricating a 4wd Control Valve on 2001-2011 Ford Ranger w/2.3L and trouble code PO2004

P0102 Mass Airflow Meter MAF Diagnostic Fault Code Proble Autel MS509.